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Figure 1-View into a hall with a girl, a jester and a dog, painting by Gabriel Metsu. 1670, Collection of Art Gallery of Ontario 
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Figure 2- A woman and a young man with a letter, Pieter De Hooch, 1670 (Sutton”P.d.H” 59) 
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Figure 3-Card Players at a Table, P.d.Hooch, 1670-74, (Sutton “P.d.H”, 174) 
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Introduction 

     This small exhibition brings together three paintings related to seventeen century’s Dutch 

paintings. One of the paintings which, is chosen from the collection of Art Gallery of Ontario, 

is by Gabriel Metsu and is titled “ View into a hall with a jester, a girl and the dog”. The other 

two paintings is created by Pieter De Hooch, who was also a Dutch painter and 

contemporary of Gabriel Metsu. These two works are titled “A woman Directing a Young 

Man with a Letter”, and “Card players at a table”. The subject of all three paintings in this 

exhibition shows interior spaces of houses of wealthy families. 

     In the mid 1650s Amsterdam was a prosperous city with refined taste for the arts 

(Sutton”P.d.H” 44). Many artists moved to the city of Amsterdam because of its economic 

growth, which set the trend of cultural products such as fine arts and architecture 

(Sutton”P.d.H” 56). It is very likely that Metsu also moved to this city in hope of receiving 

more commissions and therefore increased income (Waiboer 56).  Therefore a lot of his 

paintings in this period depicted elegantly dressed figures in rooms furnished with luxurious 

items such as oriental carpets and marble tiled floors (Waiboer 64). Also De Hooch after 

working in the city of Delft moved to Amsterdam by 1661 (Sutton”P.d.H”43). In the new city, 

he painted several paintings of wealthy families including family portraits (Sutton”P.d.H”44).    

In this selected group of paintings, which provide view into the interior of houses and private 

lives of wealthy families, the complex and innovative application of perspective, light and 

shadows, has enabled the artists to create multi-layered captivating scenes that convey a 

balanced combination of contrasting moods in domestic settings.  
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Interior space; perspective with lighted door 

     While both artists used very similar subjects and compositions, De Hooch was mainly 

focused on capturing the perspective and space that contained a lighted back door, which 

was his signature motif (Sutton”P.d.H” 26) and is evident in both paintings selected for this 

exhibition by this artist as can be seen in figure 2 and figure 3. On the other hand, Metsu’s 

work showed more emphasize in refined and polished definitions of figures and textures 

(Sutton”P.d.H”45). However, it is interesting to see that in the particular work included in this 

exhibition, as can be seen in figure 1, Metu’s work shows great similarities to the signature 

motif of his contemporary, De Hooch, specially because of the presence of a narrow hallway 

and a back lighted door leading to an open space. The reason behind this similarity is not 

very clear. It is possible that Metsu simply was inspired by his contemporary artist or wanted 

to practice his style to learn from him. However, it should be noted that Metsu had indeed 

experience with constructing interiors with linear perspective and presence of natural light 

from his years in Leiden (Waiboer 3). 

     In all of these three selected paintings, the expressive application of space and 

perspective is highly evident. In the early years of his career, De Hooch was a member of 

the school of Delft painters, which was influenced by architecture and perspective painters 

such as Houckgeest and DeWitte (Sutton”P.d.H” 11). Delft was becoming a hub for creative 

innovation in the Golden Age of Dutch art, despite being recognized as a conservative city 

(Sutton”P.d.H” 20). This innovation and creativity was achieved by the emergence of new 

artists such as De Hooch who had immigrated to the city (Sutton ”P.d.H” 20). Delft school, 

which was originally established based on architectural painting, became known for its 

application of space and perspective in an expressive way (Sutton ”P.d.H” 21). Some of De 

Hooch’s paintings included a secondary vanishing point and horizon lines in attempt to 
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create expressive illusion of space (Sutton ”P.d.H” 42). Example of such complex use of 

space and perspective can be seen in figure 3 (Sutton”P.d.H” 174). In construction of the 

space, De hooch had used value and hue as devices to construct the space, which allowed 

the objects to move to the back or front of the painting as needed by the artist (Sutton 

”P.d.H” 42). While De Hooch had mastered painting of the continuous interior and exterior 

spaces, his style mostly included an open lighted door that attached the interior spaces to 

the outdoors and created a sense of relief in the mind of the viewer (Sutton”P.d.H” 26). 

Such attachment of the interior space to the lighted outdoor through an open door can be 

seen in all three of the works chosen for this exhibition. 

Texture and Brushwork 

     While value and hue were devices that De Hooch utilized to construct the space, Metsu 

achieved the complexity of interior space with other techniques. Metsu applied sophisticated 

brushwork and varied application of paint, which enabled him to utilize both clear definition 

of fine brushwork and spontaneous expressiveness of loose brushwork in depicting different 

features of a painting (Wailboer167). Such variations were subtly applied accompanied by 

soft tonal transitions (Wailboer167) as can be seen his painting as shown in figure1. 

Satin dresses 

     The depiction of women wearing silk and satin dresses standing in profile as can be 

seen in figures 2 and 3 and also in the dress of the little girl in figure1, was mainly the 

specialty of another artists named Ter Borch (Sutton”P.d.H” 52). It is possible that Pieter De 

Hooch was inspired by Ter Borch in achieving such silky textures (Sutton”P.d.H”52). 

However, Metsu’s technique in depicting satin surfaces was different than his contemporary 

Ter Borch (Wailboer169). Unlike Ter Borch, who utilized contrasts of color temperature to 

model the satin texture, Metsu took advantage of brushwork that enabled him to use 
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combinations of stylization of surface and blended shadows to capture such textures as can 

be seen in the satin dress of the girl in the painting shown in figure 1(Wailboer169). 

Viewer engagement 

     All three of the works in this exhibition, strongly invite the viewer to be engaged in the 

painting though use of various strategies to achieve this goal. These strategies include use 

of continuous space through hallways and multiple doorways. In addition, the gaze of the 

characters in the painting towards the viewer is another strategy that is used by the artists to 

engage the viewer (Sutton ”P.d.H” 174).  

     In addition, there are contrasting scenes within each painting such as lively dialogue of 

the characters in the foreground as opposed to silent expression of characters in the 

background as can be seen in other examples of De Hooch work (Sutton ”P.d.H” 146). Also 

there is an element of playfulness and humor that is conveyed to the viewer through the 

facial expressions of the characters such as the expression of the Jester’s face in figure1 

and the facial expression of the playful child in figure2 and the expression of the young man 

on the right in figure3. Painting shown in figure 3, is possibly part of the merry company 

series that de Hooch painted in his later years (Sutton”P.d.H” 60). Some of de Hooch’s 

merry company paintings showed similarities to the humor of caricature like paintings of Jan 

Steen (Sutton “P.d.H” 46). Such Merry company paintings could have embedded moral 

messages (Sutton”P.d.H” 47). In addition, to further engage the viewer, the narrative scenes 

become dynamically activated by the expressiveness and animation of the figures such as 

the gesture of the dog in Mesu’s work and the animated expression of the elegantly dressed 

woman in figure 3. 
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Summary 

 

     In summary, the three works selected for this exhibition by Gabriel Metsu and Pieter De 

Hooch show domestic scenes of interior spaces of wealthy homes with items of luxury such 

as satin dresses, marble tiled floors and elegantly decorated walls. However, the most 

striking shared characteristic between the three paintings is the sophisticated and 

expressive application of perspective, light and shadows to create a complex space that 

supports multi layered and open ended narratives of the paintings.  

     The complex application of perspective and a lighted back door was the signature style 

of Pieter de Hooch driven by the school of Delft with emphasize on architecture. Therefore it 

is possible that Metsu also in his particular work shown as part of this exhibition was 

inspired by De Hooch’s style. The artists have expressed the space through their unique 

specialties, which is varied application of hue and value in case of De Hooch and use of 

varied brushwork by Metsu to capture transitional effects within the space and variety of 

textures such as the satin dresses. In these selected group of paintings, Metsu and De 

Hooch have utilized variety of strategies to engage the viewer such as use of continuous 

interior space and multiple doors, aligning the direction of gaze of characters towards the 

viewer, contrasting calm and dynamic subjects within each painting, playfulness, humor, 

expressive facial expressions and animated poses of the figures.  
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Catalogue piece 1: The view into a hall with a jester, a girl and the dog (around 1670) 

Artist: Gabriel Metsu 

Oil on Canvas, 67.6 x50.8cm 

     At the threshold of the front door of a house, a young girl is standing with an elegant 

silver satin dress and a hat. Her figure is lighted from the light that enters the space from the 

front doorway and also illuminates the marble floor near the doorway. While playing with the 

dog she is looking at the viewer who is positioned outside the door.  

     The space is expressively activated by the playfulness of the child, the dog and the 

Jester. The vanishing point of the perspective leads the viewer’s eyes to the lighted back 

entrance bringing our attention to the man with a white horse in a formal green dress who 

seems to be a guard and is standing with a relaxed pose talking to another figure.  

     The viewer is left to imagine the narrative and make guesses about the situation 

between the man and the woman. From the elegant and fancy dress of the child, neatly 

marble tiled floor, elegant interior architecture, presence of a maid and a jester, it is obvious 

that this house belongs to a wealthy family with a luxurious lifestyle. From the date of the 

painting we know that this work was most likely painted when Metsu was in Amsterdam and 

wanted to attract wealthy clients as explained earlier. 

     A warm, friendly and welcoming atmosphere is created through a harmonious and 

balanced composition. The painting provides a balanced combination of animation and 

stillness, as well as a balanced push-pull between playfulness and seriousness. The artist 

has successfully utilized variety of textures and surface qualities by varied brushwork. There 

is a fine finish to the painted dress of the girl and the marble floor.  
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Catalogue entry2: A woman Directing a Young Man with a Letter, D. Hooch 1670 

Medium: Oil on Canvas 

Size: 68x59cm 

Artist: Pieter De Hooch 

     The painting shows a woman sitting on a chair beside the tall window. She is wearing an 

elegant dress, with grayish blue top, a white apron and a yellow skirt (Sutton”Love Letters” 

176). She has a lapdog and a letter in her hand (Sutton”Love Letters”176). She is 

communicating with a man who has stepped to the room, holding another letter perhaps to 

deliver to the woman (Sutton”Love Letters” 176). In the scene there is also a child standing 

by the threshold of the door outside. Inside the space and on marble tiled floor there is a 

dog looking towards the viewer (Sutton”Love Letters” 176).  

     The room is illuminated by the natural daylight, through the windows and the back lighted 

door that opens to an enchanting outdoor area with a pool or river (Sutton”Love Letters”  

176). At the other side of the water there are facades of other buildings with people standing 

in front of them. The artist has composed the space by juxtaposition of dark and light areas 

with smooth transition of light and shadows (Sutton”Love Letters”176). Also the painting 

utilizes perspective in an interior space that is continued and attached to the outer space by 

the back lighted door (Sutton”Love Letters”176). According to Sutton et al, this painting 

belongs to the later years of De Hooch career in Amsterdam where his style has matured 

and his figures appear more stylized and simplified (Sutton “P.d.H” 58). Placement of the 

woman, who is reading a letter in a space that is connected to the outer space, represents 

the woman who seems to be entrapped in a domestic world, actively connected to the larger 

society and creates a sense of relief from her domestic role (Sutton”Love Letters” 172). 
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Catalogue entry3: Card Players at a table, Pieter De Hooch, 1670-74 

Size: 107.3 x93.3cm Cavas 

     In an elegant interior space of a house, a group of five men and women are involved with 

card game around a table which is covered with an oriental carpet, a jar, a glass of wine, a 

pipe, a piece of paper and some other items (Sutton”P.d.H” 174). In this painting the 

characters are focused in card playing and are animated and expressing excitement 

(Sutton”P.d.H” 174). This work shows similarities to other works of De Hooch in his later 

years that are named merry company subjects (Sutton”P.d.H” 60). Some of the Merry 

Company paintings of De Hooch are considered to have the level of humor of Jan Steen’s 

caricature like paintings (Sutton”P.d.H”46). The merry company paintings with their humor 

sometimes conveyed moral messages (Sutton”P.d.h” 47). 

      A man seating at the right is shown in profile with his face fully towards the direction of 

the viewers, while also showing the viewers the cards that he holds in his hands 

(Sutton”P.d.H” 174). Another woman is looking towards the viewer while tightly holding her 

cards and fully concentrated about the play. On the left side of the table and elegantly 

dressed woman in silver satin has risen up from the chair in excitement (Sutton “P.d.H”174). 

There is a fireplace with marble columns and moldings (Sutton”P.d.H” 174). On the right 

corner a dog is also looking at the viewer.  

      The work shows spontaneity and expressiveness and it capture the animation and 

liveliness of the scene while despite its complexity seems natural and not artificially 

juxtaposed. The subject matter is also balanced with the excitement and life energy of the 

interior and the calm and serenity of outer landscape. The painting is very successful in 

engaging the viewer by devices such as humor and the gaze of the figures and the dog 

towards the viewers (Sutton”P.d.H” 174).  
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